
Unit 1

A. Complete the sentences with a word from the box

attitude        consist of         access         prevent       standard of living        poverty    
community         well-being           provide           secure

1. Some 80% of Haitians live in __________, and few have proper jobs.
2. People doing yoga benefit from an increased feeling of __________.
3. The law has done little to __________ racial discrimination and inequality.
4. Atoms __________ positively-charged protons, negatively-charged electrons and 

neutral particles called neutrons.
5. Her promotion has made her position in the company more ___________.
6. They opened a shelter to __________ temporary housing for the city’s homeless.
7. People’s __________ toward family are set very early in life.
8. Unidentified cyberterrorists gained __________ to emails and financial details of 

customers. 
9. Most people are failing to save enough to provide them with a decent __________ in 

retirement.
10. Drug trafficking is a matter of considerable concern for the entire international 

__________.

B. Match the words with their synonyms.

1. Financial a. thankful
2. Support b. feeling
3. Grateful c. go out
4. Equal d. help
5. Socialize e. commercial
6. Freedom f. liberty
7. Mood g. same

Unit 2 



A. Match a word from the box with a definition below

 struggle           container          instruct           circumstances         indicate          store 
eventually         command         prevention       capable of

1. To tell someone or something that must be done: __________

2. To give orders or to direct: ___________

3. The act of making sure that something does not happen: __________

4. To point out or show something: __________

5. To keep something for future use: _________

6. Conditions which affect what happens in a situation: ___________

7. Having the ability to do something: __________

8. An object for holding or carrying something: __________

9. To try very hard to do something that is difficult: __________

10. In the end, especially after a lot of problems: __________

B. Circle the correct answer

1. The discovery of oil has brought many __________ to the town.

a) practical         b) efficient          c)benefits        d)  innovation

2. Three hundred and forty-two patients (7.6%) were ___________ with a physical problem 
needing an urgent operation.

a)instructed       b)identified        c)intended         d) replaced

3. Many of these women probably were economically independent and could __________ to 
have homes of their own.

a)intend             b)  struggle          c) capable          d)afford

4. Research results are more __________ when they are independent of the person who has 
conducted the study.

a) reliable         b)artificial           c)creative          d) beyond

5. Electricity costs less than petrol, so __________ an electric vehicle is cheaper.

a) commanding      b)powering       c)replacing          d)designing

 Unit 3



A. Complete the sentences with a word from the box

 collaborate       potential      estimate        preserve       participants        accurate 
contribution        custom        investigate     launch

1. The government set up a commission to __________ the problem of inner city violence.

2. It is a traditional __________ which is beginning to die out.

3. Marie Curie is famous for her ___________ to science.

4. We are planning to __________ a new Internet services company next month.

5. A German company __________ with a Swiss firm to develop the product.

6. The committee will suggest ways to __________ historically important buildings in the 
downtown area.

7. Red Cross officials __________ that 200000 refugees streamed into the city last week.

8. ___________ in the experiment also keep track of what they eat and drink over three days 
so their eating habits can be evaluated. 

9. We have put additional resources into the company to ensure it reaches its full __________ 
in Scotland.

10. We have to become more _________ in predicting earthquakes.

B. Fill the blanks with the words in the box.

environmentally            figure out         voting           remote       advertise         upload        
virtual            tool           tag               global                tribe

1. Lost is a mysterious TV series about 48 people. Their plane crashed into a 

_____________ island in the Pacific Ocean.

2. Cherokee is a well-known Native American _____________. They are also known as 

American Indians.

3. Turkish women were the first in Europe to achieve the _____________ right and to 

take part in the elections.



4. Having _____________ meeting with friends is a trend now. Everyone is using social 

media and some applications to contact with their friends.

5. Starbucks started to use reusable cups to fight global warming. They are trying to be 

____________ friendly and responsible.

6. The phrase “Think _____________, act local.” makes people to think about the health 

of the entire planet and to take action in their own local cities.

7. Ancient people used sharp stones to make _____________ and weapons.

8. If you want more customers, you should _____________ more.

9. We must _____________ how to solve the access problem.

10. You can _____________ photos and videos to Instagram and people can see and like 

your posts. You can also  _____________ your friends in the pictures.

Unit 4



A. Fill the blanks with the words in the box.

survived            diverse               doubled               quantity             species          stable    
reduced           restore          commercial       estimated         species

The African savanna is a highly 1. _____________ ecosystem which is home to a wide 

variety of animals such as elephants, zebras, rhinos, cheetahs, lions, and giraffes.  But in the 

recent years, biodiversity started to decrease due to illegal hunting. Especially a great 1. 

_____________ of giraffes are in danger.  Contrary to popular belief, there are nine 2. 

_____________ of giraffes now (not only one type). But their numbers 3. _____________ 

dramatically. Giraffes originally date back to prehistoric times. There were more than 20 

species but somehow, only a few of them 4. _____________ and still live in the sub-Saharan 

Africa. 

Illegal hunting of giraffes 5. _____________ recently. In 2017, it was 6. _____________ that 

400 were hunted. However, this year nearly 800 were hunted. 7. _____________ hunting is 

also another reason why these delicate animals are being killed. Hunters sell their skins, bones

and heads. 

Sub-Saharan African countries set up some conservation parks to prevent illegal hunting of 

wild animals. If these parks work well, it is believed that they can 8. _____________ the 

habitat or keep the numbers of the animals 9. _____________.

B. Choose the correct option.

1. Most mammals breed by _____________________________.
a) laying eggs b) giving birth.

2. The number of sea turtle _______________ are on the rise in the Mediterranean Sea.
a) hatchlings b) fins

3. If the numbers in a graph go up, it means there is an _______________.
a) increase b) decrease

4. It _______________ 3450 liters of water to produce 1 kg of rice.
a) supplies b) requires

5. People who like ____________ items are called hoarders. They also have difficulty in 

getting rid of them.
a) collecting b) managing

6. The food was more than _______________ for the six of us. It was more than enough.



a) significant b) adequate

C. Match the words with their definitions and write the parts of speech of each word

(noun-verb-adj-adv).

Parts of Speech
1. Decline a. extremely important or absolutely necessary
2. Individual b. for sure, without any doubt
3. Informed c. how much there is of something
4. Rely on d. based on the understanding the facts of the situation
5. Essential e. very bad or serious, extreme
6. Impact f. a single person
7. Severe g. to need or depend on something
8. Definitely h. to give or provide something
9. Supply i. to become less 

10. Amount j. an effect

Unit 5

A.  Choose the correct word to make meaningful sentences.

1. Human body is a simple  /  complex system regulated by the brain commands.
2. The brain activity can decline gradually  /  suddenly as we age by time.
3. External  /  internal bleeding is so dangerous because the bleeding is not visible.
4. The discovery of penicillin is a huge condition  /  achievement.
5. If you imagine something familiar, it is easier to memorize  /  visualize it.
6. The function  /  structure  of the heart is to pump blood through the body.
7. We can use solar panels to control  /  generate energy.



A. Match the words with their definitions and write the parts of speech of each word 

(noun-verb-adj).

Parts of Speech

1. Drug a. a way or path taken to get from one place to another
2. Proof b. to move from one place to another
3. Mental c. a person or a thing connected with something
4. Route d. using or exercising the body
5. Transfer e. evidence that shows something is true
6. Physical f. a chemical intended to affect the structure or function   

                         of the body
7. State g. really small 
8. Associated h. the condition things or people are in at a certain time
9. Tiny i. using or exercising the mind

Unit 8 

A.  Matching the words with their definitions. 

1) style

2) debate

3) holy

4) temple

5) theme

a) the subject of a talk, a piece of writing, a person's thoughts, or an exhibition; a topic.

b) discuss the pros and cons of an issue

c) the general way in which something is done or presented

d) place of worship

e) sacred, having to do with religion

B. Fill in the blanks with the words from the boxes below. One word is extra.



inspiration illustrate construct represent require transport

1) They use tankers to ____________ the oil to Ankara.

2) Let me give another example to ____________ this difficult point.

3) The ambassador will ___________ Turkey at the ceremony.

4) If you ___________ further information about your homework, you should ask your 
teacher. 

5) My ____________ comes from poets like Orhan Veli and Cemal Süreya. 

Listening

   Use the words in the boxes to fill in the blanks below. One word is extra. 

royal reveal ruins civilization tomb buried

1) The ancient ______________ of Central and Latin America were founded upon corn.

2) The ___________ family’s residence is located outside the city on top of a hill. 

3) Many people believe that a lot of gold may be ___________ beneath the ocean floor.

4) The X-rays _____________ how the texture of the floors in this ancient palace changed 
over time.

5) In a thousand years, archaeologists will be digging through the ____________ of many big 
cities



                                                          Unit 9 

A.  Fill in the blanks with the words from the boxes below. One word is extra.

evolve attract Unique adjust vary evidence

1) We all know that each person’s DNA is ___________.

2) Computer software will always continue to ____________ according to users’ needs.

3) _______________ shows that global warming is definitely occurring.

4) Hotel rooms may ___________ in size but almost all have a television and telephone.

5) Warm weather can  ___________ many tourists to the beaches. 

B. Match the words below with their antonyms. For example, cheap      expensive

1) flexible a) hide

2) solid b) disadvantage

3) display c) inside

4) surface d) rigid

5) advantage e) fluid

Listening

   Use the words in the boxes to fill in the blanks below. One word is extra. 

adapt offspring inherit species traits diversity

1) There are several thousand ______________ of trees here in this national park.

2) Some jungles contain some of the world’s richest levels of biological _______________.

3) Some animals will have to be prepared to ________________ to the changes because of 
global warming.

4) We ______________ many of our physical characteristics from our parents.

5) Many of our personality _______________ are developed during our early months



  Unit 10

A. Match the words with their synonyms. 

1) demanding a) reasonable

2) sensible b) check

3) monitor c) desire

4) promote d) difficult

5) passion e) encourage

B. Fill in the blanks with the words from the boxes below. One word is extra.

challenge expertise empower initiative quality exchange

1) Mr Johnson showed ___________ and bravery when dealing with a dangerous situation.

2) We must be open to new ideas and ___________ people so that we can develop. 

3) We _____________ addresses and promised to write to one another.

4) The cut in funding will negatively affect the ___________ of education in our schools.

5) The company wants to develop its own _____________ in the area of computer 
programming.

Listening

   Use the words in the boxes to fill in the blanks below. One word is extra. 

Essential failure persistent confidence motivation investor

1) The country has suffered from ____________ economic problems.

2) You need patience and ___________ to be a good teacher.

3) Even in small companies, computers are ___________ tools.

4) A foreign ____________ has shown considerable interest in the company and wants to buy 
it.

5) The risk of ____________ for a new and unusable product is very high.


